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The impact of reduced search costs on labour market outcomes

African cities growing fast: 450 million new urban dwellers by 2040.

Create pressure on cities, resulting in dual problems:
High unemployment, especially among the youth.
Lack of good affordable housing in well-located areas.

But these problems are linked.

1 Are individuals living on the periphery prevented from
accessing jobs because of where they live?

2 What is the impact of new government housing and are they
located in the right areas?
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Transport and job search

Do transport costs constrain young people from
finding good jobs?

I run a randomized control trial distributing non-fungible transport
subsidies for 12 weeks, conducted in Addis Ababa.

I show that lowering search costs caused job seekers to:
Search more (using a high-frequency panel).
Find better jobs.

The subsidies only bring those on the periphery to the centre.

Evidence that distance from jobs generates frictions and
inequality in labour markets.
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Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

Addis Ababa: Urban Density



Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

Population 4 million. Projection- 8 million by 2025



Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

Firms are clustered in the centre



Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

Jobs are in the center...



Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

...Especially skilled and professional jobs



Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

Information about jobs is also located in the center



Transport and job search Motivation & Literature

Getting to the jobs is expensive



Transport and job search Experiment

Transport subsidies cover the transport costs needed to search.

The subsidies were...

1 Non-fungible: only given on arrival in the centre of the city.
2 Given for 9-11 weeks.
3 Given twice per week.
4 ≈ $1 per day, which is just enough for 1 return trip, calibrated to

neighborhood.

Median wages: daily labourer= $3 a day, gov work = $18 a week
Total transfer (full take up) is 25% of median baseline savings.



Transport and job search Experiment

Experiment & Timeline

Stratified randomization after baseline and screening, individuals
assigned to one of three groups:

Pure Control: No Calls, no transport (326).
Control: Calls but no transport (296).
Treatment: Calls and transport (255).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 40

BASELINE ·

TELEPHONE · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
TRANSPORT · · · · · · · · · · ·

FOLLOW-UP ·

Sample is strongly balanced across treatment and control
Attrition is high, but not influenced by treatment (or in fact much
else).

Tests of Balance Take Up Attrition
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Transport and job search Experiment

Two policy relevant sub-populations

Sample of young people living in the Addis Ababa (15 km radius),
but at least 5 km from the city centre.

Two sample approach:

1 “City” Sample: Door-to-door in slum areas. Low education, high
discouragement. (404 Respondents)

2 “Board” Sample: Found near job boards. Active searchers,
higher levels of education. (473 Respondents)

Different in terms of:
Initial conditions (savings, motivation).
Jobs they can get, and to which they aspire.
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Transport and job search Experiment

Surviving Unemployment

Unemployment rate is high at 24% for those under 30. But
outcomes are volatile.

Youth cannot afford to do no work at all.
65% of the unemployed have done some work in last 3 months.

Preference for “good jobs” (permanent, wage paying jobs)
Take short bursts of temp or informal work while searching for a
good match. (Lewis, 1954; Blattman & Dercon, 2014)

Search is costly in monetary terms: about $1 a day for transport to
the centre. Most people use (or have used) the job boards
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Transport and job search Results

Overview of findings

“Board” sample:
about 6.5ppt more likely to have jobs at the end of the study...

“City” sample:
About 7ppt more likely to be working at all (CM=50%).
No impact on permanent jobs.

Both samples: jobs are more likely to be formal, located in the
centre, white collar, matched to their skill-set.
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Transport and job search Results

Use high frequency data to look at the impacts of the subsidies
on job search

Overview of findings:

1 Reported savings decline over time
2 Treatment prevents job seekers from giving up search (board

sample)
I High rate of discouragement over time

3 While subsidies are in place, Board sample do less temporary
work
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Transport and job search Results

Percentage of Individuals Searching (local polynomial)
Board Sample
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Transport and job search Results

Composition of Labour Outcomes by Treat and Control Over
Time (Board)
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Transport and job search

Conclusion: Urban policy

Evidence that reducing transport costs, all else equal, leads to
better employment outcomes.

Role for policy to remove frictions to improve access to employment.

Addis Ababa is undergoing an urban transport overhaul:
Light rail and roads.
Residents are often relocated from the centre.
Transport costs need to be kept low.

Urban planning
Discourage sprawl. Make central land/housing more available.
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Transport and job search

Conclusion: Labour policy

Cash constraints and large distances from jobs could be locking
some individuals out of labour markets.

There may be a role for an urban safety net or welfare system.
Evidence for cash constraints suggests that UI would help job
seekers to find better matches.
New programs to assist the unemployed youth find the jobs
they want.

Labour market institutions
Counselling, guidance, youth programs, job fairs.
Use of IT for delivering information about jobs.
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Government housing and neighborhoods Housing Challenge

Housing Challenges in Africa & Ethiopia

Only 30% of housing in good condition: slum conditions.
City growing fast- more pressure on the existing Kebele housing
stock.
Evidence that workfare programs might not be optimal.

Integrated Housing Development Program
4 or 5 story condominium houses.
Ownership transferred: subsidized mortgages
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Government housing and neighborhoods Housing Challenge

Poor currently living close to the centre:



Government housing and neighborhoods Housing Challenge

Where will the new housing be built?



Government housing and neighborhoods Housing Challenge

Financing and Redistribution

Condominiums
Down-payments for 1/2 Bedroom flats are 70,000-100,000 Birr.
Potential beneficiaries now pay ≤ 10 Birr per month!
Poverty line is 3,781 Birr per year per adult.

So will the poor benefit?
Are they reaching the savings requirements of 5-10,000 Birr?
Will they be able to make the down-payments?
Will they move in to the housing or will they rent them out?
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Government housing and neighborhoods Study Design

Study Design

Housing randomly allocated by lottery:
Measure the impacts on health, savings, community
risk-sharing.

Variation in locations.
Impact of where households move on outcomes.
Impact on how far households move.

Random room allocation
Impact of neighbor composition (wealth, employment, language
diversity).
How do new community networks develop after disruption.
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